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It Takes Hard Work To Keep Up a Relationship (with G-d)
Rabbi Binyamin Marwick
After a very cold and snowy winter (extending through
Purim), Pesach is here—at last! Spring weather is in the
air, the house and cars have been cleaned, kitchens
have been kashered, matza and wine have been
bought in great quantities. After weeks of hard work,
we are tired, maybe exhausted, but we are finally
ready to celebrate Pesach.
A 2012 survey by the Public Religion Research Institute
asked Jewish Americans of all ages, “What is the most
important Jewish holiday to you personally?” The most
important holiday was Yom Kippur. Despite high levels
of assimilation, Shuls throughout the country are still
filled on Yom Kippur. Perhaps surprisingly, the next
most important holiday was Pesach. These results
reflect the fact that most Jewish families, regardless of
affiliation or level of observance, get together for a
Pesach Seder. Thus, Pesach and Yom Kippur share the
title as most important holidays to American Jews.
It is interesting that these two holidays made it to the
top of the list, as they have some interesting
connections.
Rav Soloveitchik wrote, in an essay called “Festival of
Freedom,” about the connection between Pesach and
Yom Kippur:
”The common experience on both nights is man’s
encounter with God. On the night of the exodus, the
people met God, had a rendezvous with Him, and
made His acquaintance for the first time. On Yom
Kippur night, man gets very close to his Father in
heaven, again meets Him, talks to Him, cries before
and implores Him. The grandeur and singularity of
these two nights lie in the God-man confrontation.”
Rav Ahron Lopiansky also wrote about the connection
between Pesach and Yom Kippur, in “Our Legacy
Passed Along: A Passover Letter to My Child.”
When you will see me at the Seder dressed in a kittel,
the same plain white garment worn on Yom Kippur,
your first question will be, “Why are you dressed like
this?”

Because it is [a] Yom
Kippur, a day of reckoning.
You see, each one of us has
a double role. First and
foremost we are human
beings, creatures in the
image of God, and on Yom
Kippur we are examined if
indeed we are worthy of that title. But we are
also components of Klal Yisrael, the Jewish
People, links in a chain that started over 3,000
years ago and will make it to the finish line of
the end of times. It is a relay race where a torch
is passed on through all the ages, and it is our
charge, to take it from the one before and pass
it on to the one after. Tonight [Pesach] we are
being judged as to how well we have received
our tradition and how well we are passing it on.
But we may still wonder, of all the holidays, why
do people so assiduously hold on to Pesach and
Yom Kippur? We associate Pesach with hard
work to prepare for the holiday, and we associate
Yom Kippur with deprivation—no eating or
drinking.
Why did people not pick Chanukah
and Purim, both of which are associated with
festivity and eating?
I once heard an answer from Rabbi Jonathan
Sacks, former Chief Rabbi of Great Britain, who
suggested that it is not a coincidence that Jews
hold on to the two holidays, Pesach and Yom
Kippur, which take the most work. He suggested
that people intuitively understand that it takes
hard work to form and maintain a relationship.
Purim and Chanukah may be fun and easy, but
Jews understand that the most meaningful
relationships are built upon hard work. They
expect real spirituality to involve work and not
always to be comfortable. Something real and
meaningful requires effort.
The Torah warns us about spirituality too easily
acquired. The first luchos were a gift of God, and
were presented with the glory of God as a gift to
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the Jewish people without any work on their
part. But they were broken before the Jewish
people even received them.
For the second luchos, Moshe requested that
Hashem again present the luchos with the glory
of God. But this time Hashem did not satisfy
man's request for easy inspiration. Instead, He
responded: — אני אעביר כל טובי לפניךyes, I shall
make all My Glory appear before you, but
first He told Moshe:  פסל לך שני לוחות האבניםthis
time, you do the work. You carve them.
And when the luchos and revelation were
received in this manner, predicated on the hard
work of man, the inspiration from that moment
lasts until today.
The lesson is clear: Inspiration that is easily
acquired is just as easily lost.
Inspiration that is the result of hard work is
real and endures.
In short, when it comes to spirituality—creating
a relationship with Hashem—there are no
shortcuts—what you put in is what you get
out.
The fact that the Jewish people hold on to these
two difficult holidays, Pesach and Yom Kippur,
teaches us that deep down, we all understand
that spirituality takes work, and we appreciate
our opportunity to connect to Hashem through
the hard work involved in keeping His Mitzvos.

When we sit down this year to our Sedorim, as tired as
we may be, let us appreciate the fact that we are
continuing a tradition and relationship with Hashem
that began thousands of years ago. Let us appreciate
that although an observant lifestyle takes hard work,
all the effort maintains our relationship with God and
yields a life of meaning, purpose and real spirituality.
Wishing everyone a joyous and meaningful Pesach
and a Chag Kasher v’Sameach to all!
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Message from the President
Chaim Spero
I am writing these words on the heels of the
news that has rocked us to our core. Seven
children, taken away at a moment’s notice.
How do we go on? How do we survive?
We read in the Hagaddah, If Hashem had not
taken us out of Mitzrayim, then we and our
children and our children’s children would still be
slaves to Pharaoh. There is a question asked
regarding this saying. What does it mean that
we would still be slaves to Pharaoh? History has
shown us that countries rise and fall; the
greatest of empires have been wiped out. Why
would we assume that we would still be slaves
to Pharaoh? Surely that period of our history
would have ended? Chazal answer that, true,
we would not still be slaves to Pharaoh, but the
slave mentality - the thought that we are not
our own people, that we are not the chosen
nation - that mentality would have endured
until today. We thank Hashem for taking us
out of Mitzrayim and making us the chosen
nation. We know that no matter the trials and
tribulations that we may face, no matter how
difficult things may seem, there is a Pesach that
reminds us: the galus will end, the hardships will
end, that geulah - the redemption - can occur
at a moment’s notice.
No one can pretend to even begin to
understand, why a family can be taken in such
a manner. It is a period of darkness, of galus.

All we can do is hold on to
the thought that the time for
geulah is arriving. We
pray that the darkness,
which is so painful and
devastating, will be lifted
during this time of geulah.
As we prepare for the upcoming yom tov, let
us all keep in mind those whom we know, who
may have a difficult time feeling the geulah.
Let’s reach out to them and give whatever
assistance we can. It can be the person sitting
next to you in shul, or the person you pass in
the supermarket. Let’s all make an effort to
bring light into all people’s lives, and through
that be zocheh, worthy, to experience the
ultimate redemption.
Rebecca and I wish you a Chag Kasher
v’Sameach.
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By Reservation Only
Evelyn Hyman
We frequently receive invitations in the mail to
attend a particular community function or a
social event. Quite often we find one of the
following phrases on the invitation notice: “BY
RESERVATION ONLY”
or make your
reservation early.
Whatever happens to be the preferred term,
the meaning is quite clear that if it is your
intention to attend the event, then it is
necessary to notify the people in charge of
your intention to be present. It may mean that
you are to return a card, leave a phone
message, or nowadays respond by email, but
the point is that you must do something. You
must perform some act by dint of which it will
be known who will be attending.
This
procedure is familiar to all of us for it
represents day-to-day social protocol. The rule
of propriety is that unless you make your
reservation in advance, you simply cannot
participate.
In Sefer Shemos we are told that the Jews had
to reveal clearly and unmistakably - long
before the Seder night - their intention to be
numbered among the faithful believers in the
Almighty’s promise of the great redemption.
As it says: “And they shall take the blood...and
the blood shall be unto you as a sign upon the
doorposts.”
They were then required to perform an act of
great courage, that of putting the blood of the
lamb, an animal venerated by the Egyptians,
on the doorposts of every Jewish home. Our
forefathers, by virtue of this act, were
displaying an unmistakable commitment to their
profound faith. This was to be an open
proclamation and a public manifestation that
they were Jews who trusted in G-d’s words and
who were convinced that the Almighty’s
promise would be gloriously fulfilled.
We can say that what they were doing through
this pledge of allegiance, was to “reserve
places” for themselves at the Seder table. For
unless one had revealed his or her faith as a

Jew, he or she could not just come to the set
Seder table at the last minute and declare, “I
too want to share in the glory of the Exodus.”
It is therefore most revealing to find that one of
the laws relating to the eating of the Paschal
Lamb was that it was eaten only at night and
only by those who had committed themselves to
the group prior to the time of the Seder. So you
see, the very first Pesach Seder
was “BY RESERVATION ONLY.”
Let us hope that the lessons of the first Pesach
Seder in Egypt will serve each of us with food
for thought in our own day. For does the Torah
not command us to remember that day forever?
(Deuteronomy 16:3) “That you may remember
the day of your departure from the land of
Egypt all the days of your life.” (L’ma -am tizkor
es yom t’zays-cha mey eretz mitzraim kol y’may
cha-ye-cha.”
Let us therefore resolve that whether an
invitation to render service and loyalty comes to
us from family, friends, Synagogue, community,
or Israel, we will respond at an early hour.
CHAG KASHER V’SAMACAH

R. S. V. P.
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Snowy Pesach
Marcia Bitman
March 1982. I stood at the kitchen window in
my apartment on Taney Road looking at the
buds emerging from the bare branches of the
maple tree - the promise of spring and my first
Pesach in Baltimore. Just a few weeks ago,
along with my husband and two sons, I moved
from Boston, saying a tearful goodbye to my
parents and friends.
It was a difficult
transition for me, but I looked forward to
Pesach when my parents would be joining us in
our spacious apartment.
In those years, long distance phone calls were
expensive, so we only spoke once a week.
When no one answered at my parents’ house
for a few days, I called my uncle who told me
that my mother was in the hospital. She had a
medical condition that flared up periodically
but after each crisis she rallied, and I was
certain that her desire to make the most of
every minute would help her pull through. It
was not to be. On Shabbos HaGodol she
developed complications and that night she
was niftar.
Although we had only met them six weeks
before, Margie and Stewart a.h. were already
our good friends. They offered to watch our
sons so my husband and I could leave Sunday
morning for Boston. It was a warm spring day
when I left Baltimore, but as I stood at the
gravesite it became windy and chilly. I felt so
disconnected from my body that I did not feel
the cold even though I was shivering violently.
My husband flew back to Baltimore that
evening to prepare for Pesach. The First Seder
was Wednesday night.
My parents’ house had been prepared for the
mourners, and there was ample food. We
even had cakes in the freezer, baked by my
mother. But with Pesach just three days away,
our shiva would be cut short.
One brother, the Rav of a Shul in
Massachusetts, left on Monday to continue
sitting shiva at his home. It was decided that
the rest of us would leave on Wednesday, erev

Yomtov. My father a.h. would go to Crown
Heights with my brother Gedaliah a.h. and
spend Pesach with him and his family there. My
sister Breina, who lives in Paris, had arrived in
Crown Heights on Thursday the week before,
planning to spend Pesach with Gedaliah. She
had a baby and toddler with her for the Shiva
and had left two young children in Crown
Heights with her husband.
Monday night we were kept awake by a
powerful storm. Even more frightening than the
thunder and lightning was the sound of trees
breaking.
All night long, as the wind howled
and the branches shook, I could hear popping
and cracking sounds. At any moment I expected
to hear the crash of a tree landing on the house.
It seemed like a never-ending nightmare.
When Tuesday morning dawned, the windows
were covered in snow. A blizzard in Aprilsomehow not surprising in the topsy-turvy
surrealistic world that we were experiencing.
So there we were, four adults and two babies
snowbound in a house that was full of chometz
with no Pesach supplies at all. My parent’s
house was at the end of a cul-de-sac. There
were no frum neighbors in the area. Not one
person was able to get to the house on Tuesday.
What were we going to do about Pesach?
Tuesday night was B’dikas Chometz. My
brother told us to choose one room of the house
and set out pieces of bread so he could do
B’dikas Chometz. Thank G -d the phone was
working. My brother, sister and I were able to
speak to our spouses and our children. We
could only pray that by Wednesday the planes
would be flying, and we would be able to get
to the airport to fly home to our families.
Among my parent’s friends was a young man,
Lee Holmes, who assured us that he could drive
in any conditions and that he would bring all of
us to the airport. It couldn’t have been easy, but
on Wednesday morning he arrived in a big
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

Cadillac and rang the bell. That’s when we
discovered that the blowing snow had drifted
against the door. We could not even push the
door open. Lee shoveled from the outside, my
brother pushed from the inside, and 30 minutes
later we could open the door enough for Lee to
come in. Our shiva had ended, and we were on
our way to the airport.
My Delta flight was scheduled for 2:30 p.m.
Lee dropped me off first so I could check in.
My father, sister and brother would be taking
a shuttle, which flew hourly from Boston to New
York. As I waited for my flight, which was
slightly delayed due to the weather, I anxiously
watched the clock, calculating the travel time.
It was with relief that I boarded the plane.
From my window seat, I watched the luggage
being loaded, including my suitcase with the
flower design. But the plane was not ready to
take off. Still at the gate, the minutes ticking
by, I calculated again. Once the plane was on
the runway, I would not be able to leave. Four
thirty, four forty…it was time to leave. I got
up, rushed past the stewardess explaining that I
had to leave and walked out of the plane.
If this leaves you feeling nostalgic for the days
when a person could choose to leave an
airplane, leaving baggage behind and not
alert the police, security, and the FBI, just
remember that in those good old days we did
not have cell phones.
Racing through the
terminal in search of pay phones, I racked my
brain for a place to stay for Pesach that was
less than an hour’s drive from the airport. I
called my friend Tzippa, who lives in Brookline
and gave her a very quick rundown of the
situation. She graciously invited me, and I ran
to the taxi stand.

Tick, tick, tick, I’m still watching the clock
wondering if I will make it to Brookline before
Yom Tov. At the same time, my emotional
resources were totally depleted. I sat in the
back seat of that cab, feeling myself unravel
and trying desperately to hold it together long
enough to reach Tzippa’s house.
I made it about 15 minutes before candle
lighting. No luggage, no change of clothes, just
the torn shiva clothing I had been wearing since
Sunday. Just thinking about wearing those
clothes for Pesach was enough to push me over
the edge. Tzippa, her voice soft and calming,
assured me that it was no problem. She picked
out a comfortable robe and suggested I wear
that. She told me that she would be feeding her
young children early and putting them to bed
before the Seder. It would only be Tzippa, her
husband Moishe a.h. and myself, and they
would not make the Seder long. If I didn’t want
to talk, I didn’t have to talk. If I felt like crying, I
could cry.
After lighting candles and changing into the
robe, I sat with Tzippa as she served her
children. “When was the last time you ate?” she
asked. I remembered sitting with my siblings
and eating a hard-boiled egg as our first shiva
meal. After that I had lost any desire for food.
Tzippa prepared a bowl of chicken soup with
knaidel and despite my protests that I would
wait until the Seder, insisted I eat. That bowl of
soup was comfort food in the truest sense.
The kindness and calm understanding of Tzippa
and Moishe were exactly what I needed. By
Shabbos (it was a three day Yom Tov), I no
longer felt so fragile. I was resigned to being
separated from my family on Pesach and
looked forward to returning home on Sunday.
My thoughts were with my father and siblings
who were spending Pesach together, and I was
relieved that they had the comfort of family
around them. Or so I thought.
My first call after Shabbos was to my husband.
He told me Margie and Stewart invited him and
the boys to join their Seder. Then he asked a
very surprising question.
“Did you see Gedaliah on Yom Tov?”
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Crown Heights, and in reality we were two
blocks away from each other!
When my siblings and I talk about the
experience, we express our gratitude at the
great kindness we experienced. Mi Komocho
Am Yisroel?
We
were completely
dependent on others,
and
without
exception we were
treated like family. It
made no difference
if they were friends
for years, weeks or
just moments.

So here’s the rest of
the saga. When my
father and siblings
were dropped off
after me, they
found long lines of
people waiting to
buy tickets for the
New York shuttle.
They waited in line
We all felt that the
for a while until
freak storm that left
Gedaliah told our
us stranded in Boston
father and sister to
was our mother’s
stick close to him,
way of reaching out
hoisted one the
to us. My mother,
babies in his arms,
Chana Feige Chaya
and began to
a.h.
bas Yehuda
squeeze through the
Leib
a.h.
was a
crowd.
Even so,
Mrs.
Ann
Shaffer
(Chana
Feige
Chaya
bas
Yehuda
Leib)
woman
of
great
they missed one
with
two
granddaughters
s
e
n
s
i
t
i
v
i
t
y
w ho
shuttle, but were
devoted
herself
to
able to get tickets
her
family
and
community.
She
taught
us
that
it
for the plane leaving in an hour. The plane
is
much
easier
to
be
the
giver
of
chesed
rather
took off. But shortly after they were airborne,
than the recipient, and we should be aware of
the pilot made an announcement. Due to the
that when helping others. The people who took
cold, the landing gear had frozen in place and
us in, giving us food, shelter, and (in my case)
would not retract. It was not safe to continue
clothing, made us feel that they welcomed and
the flight, and they were returning to the
enjoyed our company. There was a feeling of
terminal. By the end of the tense hour of
belonging instead of the discomfort of being a
landing and disembarking the plane, there was
refugee. It was a beautiful example of chesed
no time to get another plane.
given with warmth and consideration. That
snowy Pesach in Boston our mother provided us
Where could they go on Erev Pesach? My
with a powerful lesson. May her Neshama have
father had originally planned to spend Pesach
an Aliyah.
at the Chabad House in Kenmore Square,
which was walking distance from the hospital.
Now he called the Shaliach, Rabbi Chaim Pruss,
and asked if there would also be space for his
son, daughter and two babies. Rabbi Pruss
immediately answered that they most certainly
were welcome, but instead of the Chabad
House, he would put them up at his own home
in Brookline. Rabbi Pruss and his wife shared
their Seder and their home with last minute
guests whom they had never met before.
My father and siblings thought I was home in
Baltimore, I thought they were together in
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Purim Fun at Shomrei
Josh Zaslow
Shomrei Youth did it again!
Over 200 children and their parents experienced the thrilling and exciting community wide Purim carnival
hosted by Shomrei Emunah and facilitated by the Shomrei Youth Department. This year's Purim carnival
boasted tons of fun game booths, fantastic prizes, three Moon Bounces for children and toddlers alike,
world renowned entertainment, a competitive and amusing costume contest, and a delectable dinner
provided by O'Fishel Caterers - assuming one's stomach wasn't already full from the cotton candy, snow
cones, and popcorn. With pumping Purim-themed music setting the tone, children of all ages tested their
skill, ability, and handiness throughout a multitude of game booths ranging from a competition for the
fastest Twizzler eater to football challenges to ring tosses and even a candle shoot out! (All carefully
supervised of course).
The entertainment this year was a huge hit. The performance was extremely entertaining for both children
and parents alike. It was comical and contained a plethora of tricks and stunts that enthralled the whole
audience! The show included all kinds of stunts including riding a unicycle, magic, pyrotechnics, and
juggling! The entertainment was engaging, captivating, and simply quite hilarious!
After this fantastic show, all children were encouraged to participate in the eagerly anticipated, annual
costume contest. One by one, contestants strolled across the stage in front of a panel of judges while the
Shomrei Emunah Youth Director provided clever and heartening remarks for each child. The contest is
based on ingenuity, imagination and overall, creativity and fun! Congratulations to our 2015 winners!
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Yom Ha’Atzmaut
Rabbi Binyamin Marwick
Why do we celebrate Israel’s Independence on
this 67th anniversary?
To begin, the level of Divine intervention in the
establishment of the State of Israel, the
undeniable miracles that began 67 years ago
with the establishment of the State of Israel is
reason enough to celebrate.
Even from a non-Zionist perspective we have
much to celebrate; seeing the Yad Hashem in the
Jewish return to our Homeland after more than
2,000 years of exile—the countless miracles,
militarily, agriculturally, and spiritually is reason
enough to celebrate.
But let us consider two, more specific reasons to
celebrate our 67th “birthday.”
When David Ben Gurion said on that famous
May 15th, “by virtue of our natural and historic
right . . .hereby declare the establishment of a
Jewish state in Eretz-Yisrael, to be known as
Medinat Yisrael,” he officially reclaimed our
homeland based on both the natural right to our
land and the historic right to our land.
The historic right to our Land is defined earlier in
the Declaration as a traditional attachment to the
Land of Israel. We celebrate that traditional
attachment and the effect of its practical
implications on our lives with our return to Israel.
We have a tradition that the Land of Israel is
distinctive and special and linked to us
historically. From the time of Avraham Aveinu
through the exodus from Egypt, a Jewish State of
Israel was the culmination of the formation of the
Jewish people.
The historic right of the Jewish people to the land
is something found in many pages of TaNach,
Rishonim and Acharonim; but what is the natural
right to the land of Israel of which Ben Gurion
spoke?
The Midrash Tanchuma relates a fascinating
conversation between Rabbi Akiva and the

Roman commander Turnus Rufus about which is
more beautiful: the work of God or the work of
man?
R. Akiva showed Turnus Rufus wheat stalks and
white breads, to teach him that God has created
wheat because He wants man to do something
with it—to turn it into delicious bread. God gave
the mitzvos to Israel le’tzaref ba -hem, to purify
His people through them. All of Judaism — its
philosophy, its Torah, its mitzvos-- is based upon
the premise that God withheld perfection from
His creation, that He only began the task and left
it to man to complete.
This is the “natural right” of which ben Gurion
spoke—asher bara Elokim la’asos—for man to do
--the right and responsibility of man to take
control over his destiny—to be an active
partner in creation. This is cause for reflection
on Yom Hazikaron and celebration of Yom
Haatzmaut—that after 2,000 years of exile—
Jews still yearned to come home and understood
that God was waiting for man to take the
lead—and they courageously took the first steps
in rebuilding our homeland.
A significant part of that process happened on 5
Iyar, 1948….but there is much left to do.
Let us rejoice, as we celebrate the creation of a
State that countless Jews dreamed 67 years ago
would be the answer to two thousand years of
Jewish tears and prayers, and let us act upon
that dream.
May we merit to see the day when Hashem will
finish what he asked man to begin, and bring the
final geula. . .bimhera viyameinu. . .
Leshana habaa’a bi’yerushalayim habenuya…
Next year in Jerusalem…
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Innocents Abroad: Impressions of Jewish Life in Germany Today
Yosef Brandriss
Bad Kissingen is a still stylish, if somewhat
frayed, spa resort in the Fraconia region, about
two hours east of Frankfurt. Ninety minutes will
do if you have a fast car and know how to drive
it.
Even with health insurers clamping down on the
excesses of the past, people still come to take
the cure at the town's numerous clinics. The
saline, sulfurous waters can be enjoyed straight
from the source if you bring a cup along, or even
if you just put your hands out for a taste from the
ornate 19th-century pump house. But not more
than one liter per day, please, on account of the
arsenic.
Descend the stairs from the elegant stone bridge
linking the two halves of the town over the
meandering Fränkische Saale river
- usually
gentle but sometimes devastating during floods and you will come to the well-tended footpaths
of the Kurpark (the “Cure” Park) - a stroll through
which is a required part of the wellness regimen.
Right around the corner is the Barfußpfad
(barefoot path) where you are supposed to go
barefoot to experience the sensations of walking
on different surfaces, and further upstream is the
Saline, an enormous wooden structure over which
the spa waters are pumped to bring out the
vapors, said to be effective against a host of
respiratory ailments. Across from the historic

Noam at the S.Y. Agnon memorial in Bad Homburg v.d.
Höhe, near Frankfurt

bathhouse is the seat of the Kurorchester, the
orchestra which gives concerts twice a day probably one of the busiest in the world!
Notwithstanding its touristic enticements, Bad
Kissingen is also a meeting point for Jews from
communities across Germany and beyond.
People begin to arrive by car and by train a
day or two before Pesach. Some have been
coming for years and greet each other with
hearty handshakes and two-cheeked kisses.
Having arrived in the country just in time for
Purim and still without an apartment of our own,
we had gotten a tip to go to Bad Kissingen’s
Hotel Eden-Park for Pesach. Operated by the
ZWST, an umbrella organization for Jewish
welfare in Germany, it is the country’s only
kosher hotel. It’s open year -round and hosts
groups from communities across the country for
Shabbos programs. From time to time even the
occasional Jewish soldier from one of the U.S.
Army bases in Bavaria shows up for a kosher
dinner. What good fortune that we were able
to go there and have a thoroughly-enjoyable
holiday, meeting interesting people, having
great food, beautiful sedarim and davening, as
our introduction to Jewish life in Germany.
Besides this hotel, the ZWST also maintains the
Max-Willner-Heim, a retreat in Bad
Sobernheim, a resort town in the Rheinhessen
region about two hours from Frankfurt in the
other direction.
Bad Sobernheim has something going on just
about every week of the year, including
Shabbatons for seniors and for young families,
leadership seminars, conferences, school trips
and summer camps. While Abi and I have
never been there, our children have - several
times. The Bad Sobernheim trip is a formative
experience for German-Jewish children and is
one of the ways they mark the passage from
one stage of life to the next. The first trip is at
the end of preschool (Kindergarten) at age
five, where the class, along with the
Kindergarten teachers (and no parents!), goes
on an overnight trip. The next overnight is at
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age seven, to celebrate the end of the
“Eingangsstufe,” what we might call a combined
Pre-1-A and Kindergarten program and the
beginning of grade school. The older children
look forward all year long to the “machanot,”
the summer camps during the brief school
vacation.
Back at the Eden-Park in Bad Kissingen, the
guests are representative of the two main groups
of Jews in Germany today: those who came to
the country following World War II, their children
and grandchildren; and those who immigrated
following the breakup of the former USSR. In
1990 Germany granted citizenship to Soviet
Jews under a special refugee quota, and over
100,000 took them up on the offer.
The impact of this influx on the Jewish community
as a whole has been enormous; the pre-1990
community in Germany - numbering under
30,000 - despaired for its future, as its most
dedicated members emigrated and many others
dropped out of active Jewish life. While the
successful integration of such a large number of
immigrants required enormous resources from the
community, the influx of people brought
tremendous new opportunities for the
development of a reinvigorated Jewish life. At
least in the larger communities, the Jewish
Kindergartens and schools are growing year by
year, and a yeshiva and women’s seminary have
been opened in Berlin. At least for the time
being, it may be more worthwhile to know
Russian than to know German if you want to get
integrated with the Jewish community.
The pre-1990 community was represented at the
Eden-Park by both members of extended
families traveling to meet together and people
coming by themselves, some of whom had been
coming for years. Every person above a certain
age was a Holocaust survivor, and we were
fortunate to be able to converse with a number
of the older guests in a combination of English,
Hebrew, and our fumbling German. Many had
arrived in Germany in displaced-persons camps
in the forties and ended up staying in Germany
after most Jews had emigrated to the US, Israel,
or elsewhere just as soon as they could.
One story that we heard over and over was that
they would have liked to go to the US along with
everyone else, but they or someone in their close
family had a medical condition like tuberculosis
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causing them to be denied permission to come.
By the time they would have been cleared to
immigrate, they had already established a life
and livelihood in Germany and ended up staying
and raising families. Other people came from
Eastern European countries after the major Soviet
crackdowns, like from Hungary in 1956 and
Czechoslovakia in 1968. An even smaller group
was made up of the German Jews who returned.
In Frankfurt one does not hear the stereotypical
German-accented Hebrew with the “au” for a
cholam – though there were two older men who
would be called sometimes to read the Haftarah,
and they would use the German pronunciation
and tune. Among the younger generation the
Israeli accent is most common but from the older
generation you will hear the Chassidic accents of
Poland. The daily minyan in Frankfurt is “Nusach
Sfard.” An interesting phenomenon, though, is
the revival of “yekkish” customs by some in the
younger generation who have come from the
former USSR. The shul in Heidelberg has some of
these customs as does the Baumweg Synagogue
in Frankfurt, the smaller of the two main shuls.
Though the main shul uses “standard” Nusach
Ashkenaz on Shabbos, one can hear some
traditional German tunes during davening.
Though in the larger communities the renaissance
in Jewish life is amazing to experience, the
situation is somewhat different in the smaller
communities. I was surprised to learn not just how
many Jews now live in Germany, but how many
Jewish communities there are across the country.
The ZWST counts over 100 communities, from
Berlin’s 10,000-member community (with perhaps
thousands more not registered with the
(Continued on page 16)
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established Gemeinde or Community) to tiny Flensburg
with under 100 members. While not a single community
could be said to be a continuation of a pre-Holocaust
community, many of the smaller ones did not exist at all
before 1990. Their existence is a conscious effort by
the German government to reestablish Jewish life
throughout the country, as well as an effort by the
government not to concentrate too many Jewish
immigrants in a handful of cities, with the idea that this
would be too much of a strain on the Jewish communities
and the general local welfare systems.
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“Jewrovision,” an annual pan Germany singing
contest, all the more crucial. Even for us, living in
Frankfurt, officially the third-largest community in
Germany with around 8,000 members, it was a relief
and rejuvenation to join with others in a Shabbaton
for a more concentrated religious experience. All the
more was this true for some of the people we met
from the smallest Jewish communities who were still
trying to live an observant Jewish life, who looked
forward to events like these with intense anticipation.
One organization doing great work in this respect is
called “Jewish Experience,” which puts on holiday
events,
shiurim,
and
10-12
Shabbatons per
year for college
students, young
singles, and young
families.
Jewish
Experience is run
by
a
young
husband-and-wife
team
from
Frankfurt along
with helpers from
Frankfurt and the
Swiss cities of
Zürich and Basel.

The
policy of
distributing
the
immigrants from the
former Soviet Union
to tiny, dispersed
communities, while
perhaps founded
on good intentions, I
see as one of the
tragedies of the
Jewish story in
modern Germany.
The smaller and
even medium-sized
communities (say of
1,000 to 5,000
members) do not
As most of the
have the resources
events took place
to provide for a
in Frankfurt, we
full range of Jewish Our children in the old city of Bamberg
h a d
t h e
living. As a result,
opportunity
to
while many of even the smallest communities have a participate and to get to know some of the
Jewish pre-school, they certainly don’t have the numbers participants, even hosting some out-of-towners in our
to establish a Jewish day school. Many don’t have the
apartment - people whose parents and grandparents
resources to hire a full-time rabbi, but rely instead on a lived through the Communist suppression of religion
cadre of rabbis riding the circuit, spending every and yet were still eager to learn more about their
Shabbos in a different community. We witnessed this heritage and make personal sacrifices to live a more
ourselves as we spent several weeks with the Mainz involved Jewish life. Frankfurt was an interesting
community, which at the time did not employ a rabbi, stopping-off point for some people in that regard;
not even a roving rabbi. Instead, there was a rotation some young families in Frankfurt, whom we knew
of lay people who would come from places like through the Jewish day school or from the larger
Frankfurt or Straßbourg to lead the davening, lein,
communities like Cologne and Munich, were moving to
make Kiddush, and give a d’var torah. Unfortunately
Berlin or making Aliyah for increased educational
the smallest communities seem destined to flourish only opportunities for their children, while others were
briefly during this current time between the great moving from the smaller communities to Frankfurt for
immigration and the next generation.
a better educational situation than they had.
All this makes the opportunities for coming together with
other Jews for a holiday or Shabbaton, or to attend a
Jewish Machane, or for the youth to participate in

Sedarim at the Eden-Park were a special experience
for us. The sedarim, and all other meals, were taken
together by all the guests at three long tables, with
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the recitation of the Hagaddah and explanations given
by a rabbi from Baden-Württemburg in the southwest
and the singing led by a teacher from Frankfurt. For
the benefit of the third of the guests from the former
USSR, there was simultaneous translation into Russian
throughout Yom Tov. Most of the tunes were the
familiar ones we sing every year, and it was things like
this, familiar foods, customs, and songs, that made us
feel at home even thousands of miles from home. In the
same vein it is remarkable that you can go to a shul in
Frankfurt - four thousand miles from Baltimore - and say
the same davening with many of the same tunes, hear a
familiar d’var Torah, and feel like at least one aspect
of life is solid and dependable even with everything
else changing and alien.
After the evening meals I joined some of the men for a
nighttime walk around the sleeping town. This was one
of the times where the oddness of being a Jew in
Germany was especially poignant. Like so many cities,
towns, and even the smallest villages, Bad Kissingen was
home to a Jewish community before the Holocaust.
(Henry Kissinger was not from that town – rather from
Fürth about an hour away, but it’s likely he had an
ancestor from there. Even before the war, it was a
popular resort for Jews with several kosher hotels.)
Living in America where our vibrant Jewish life is
concentrated in just a few large metropolitan areas, it’s
hard to even conceive of the Jewish population spread
across the entire country before the war. It was brought
home to me several times, just randomly driving through
the countryside around Frankfurt and passing through a
small town, seeing that so many had their Jewish
cemetery, still tended by the municipality or the nearest
existing community. Walking through Bad Kissingen’s
market square, we came upon the site of the main shul
that was destroyed on Kristallnacht, which the German
Jews prefer to call Pogromnacht. As in many such
places in Germany there were a number of memorial
plaques - one describing the destruction of the
synagogue, another listing the names of community
members who were murdered, and then the little bronze
paving squares called “Stolpersteine” (literally,
stumbling blocks) set in the pavement to mark a building
where Jews had lived before the war. The setting of
these memorial paving blocks is a countrywide effort
meant to increase awareness of the Holocaust losses as
people go about their everyday affairs.
Pesach elsewhere in Germany is as big an event as it is
for American Jews. In school and in Kindergarten the
children prepare for the whole month, making their own
illustrated hagaddahs, having mock seders, and going

The schedule from the pesach hotel

on matzah-baking trips, sometimes more than one.
There is usually the setup where one booth has the
flour, and one booth has the water, and the children
get to toss the flour and water out of the booths while
the stopwatch is started. In most of the country all
schools - public and private, including the Jewish
schools - have to hold the same vacation schedule: a
short fall and spring break, about three weeks off for
winter break, and five weeks in the summer. Fall
break often does not coincide exactly with the yomim
tovim, so there was often quite a lot of missed school
in that season, but the spring break, really timed to
overlap with Easter, also covers Pesach in most years.
Some families took the opportunity to take the short
trip to Israel, where many people, both from the pre1990 community, and from the former-Soviet Jews,
have relatives.
In Frankfurt the big events were the giant first seder
held in the Jewish Community Center’s auditorium, the
somewhat smaller second seder held in the kosher
restaurant, and the young people’s sedarim hosted by
the Jewish Experience. Coming from the US, we were
used to most holiday celebrations being held within
the smaller circles of family and friends; one pleasing
aspect of Jewish life in Germany is the larger number
of observances held communally.
Besides the Pesach sedarim, some memorable
occasions have been Purim seudos and yom tov meals
together in the shul succah. Another custom, beloved
throughout today’s Germany, is the Shabbos
“Kiddush,” which has been more of a sit
-down
luncheon everywhere we have been. In fact there
(Continued on page 18)
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was only one occasion during our time in Frankfurt
where there was a Kiddush like we have in America,
with everyone standing around with their plates of
food. This was when the long-time secretary of the
community retired, and there were just too many wellwishers in attendance to be supported by even the
extended table arrangement used when there is a barmitzvah.
One can of course celebrate all these occasions in the
privacy of one’s own home, but this arrangement
seemed more appropriate for today’s German -Jewish
community for a few reasons. For many people,
especially coming from the former Soviet republics,
there was little knowledge left after the years under the
Communist regime of how to celebrate Jewish
observances. Second, there is a feeling of being part
of a small minority in a country that doesn’t understand
or fully accept our different practices, and so there is
safety and comfort in sitting together with your fellow
co-religionists. This was especially poignant on Succos
where the meals in the shul succah were the only chance
that many people had to observe the mitzvah. While
we were fortunate to have a semi-private back yard
for building our succah, in the city environment of
Frankfurt many people did not have the space, or even
if they might have a courtyard by their building with
some room, they would be uncomfortable asking for
permission from the landlord and fellow residents.
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had going into Pesach last year was that we were a
week away and still had no shmurah matzah for the
seder. The supermarket had only regular matzah,
though plenty of it. I was getting ready to make the
five-hour round-trip to France, but we were bailed
out by a friend who happened to have been going
there anyway.
The rest of Pesach at Bad Kissingen passed all too
quickly. There were opportunities for outings in the
scenic surrounding countryside, a few lively kumsitzes
at the hotel, board games in the tea-room, and plenty
of great meals including unforgettable matzah brei
for breakfast. To top it off, the mashgiach brought
over fresh rolls from one of the local bakeries on the
morning after yom tov as people were saying their
goodbyes and preparing to depart.
We had been apprehensive about the prospect of
spending three years in Germany for all the obvious
reasons. The happy experience of that first yom tov,
meeting people and forming lasting friendships and
experiencing the familiar rhythms of Jewish life even
in a foreign setting, gave us strength and confidence
to make the best of our experience in Europe.

Shopping for Pesach is another adventure in small
communities. By the time of our last Pesach in Germany
the kosher shopping situation had greatly improved.
The smaller kosher shops could not do enough business
to stay open and had to charge high prices in any case,
but finally one of the large chain supermarkets in town,
advised by one of the local rabbis, began stocking a
good range of kosher and kosher-for-Passover
products. Not the wide range of prepared foods we’ve
become used to in the US, but enough that we could get
everything we needed in town.
In the previous years we could put it all together with a
combination of in-town shopping and a trip to
Strasbourg, just over the border into France, which has
a good-sized, active Jewish community. The large
kosher market there (relatively speaking … but
probably a twentieth of the size of Seven Mile Market)
was a good place to meet people from far and wide,
judging from the license plates of cars parked in front –
representing about four hours into Germany and
Switzerland in all directions. The only little scare we

Noam in front of the Jewish Community Center/School
building in Frankfurt.
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My Third AIPAC Policy Conference
Murray Jacobson
I can’t begin to describe all of the events at AIPAC
2015. Those of you who were at Seudas Shlishis the
Shabbos after the conference heard Barry Bass describe
his first Policy Conference poignantly as one of three
defining moments in his life. Now in my third year, let
me add a few impressions of my own.
For the last four months, Noah has been speaking at
Seudas Shlishis to raise awareness of the issues and urge
everyone to make an effort to attend the AIPAC
conference. I didn’t have to be urged. I had signed up at
last year’s conference already to take advantage of the
early bird discount, and at the same time I convinced
Baila to join me.
Now Noah has smartly begun next year’s campaign
early by having Barry and me speak about our
experiences.
Shomrei Emunah was well represented this year as we
had about 60 delegates. We had a special gathering
with Rabbi Marwick on Monday night for words of
Chizuk and a group photo opportunity. During the rest of
the conference, we would occasionally run into delegates
we knew, but with the vast number of concurrent breakout sessions available, the sheer size of the Convention
Center, and with 16,000 in attendance, I am sure I did
not run into everybody while there.
There were 3 Minyanim every morning: 5:55 am, 6:45
am, and an egalitarian service also at 6:45. I attended
the 6:45 Minyan each day (not saying which one), and
on Monday we finished in 37 minutes including Tachanun
andTorah reading. Rabbi Marwick pointed out the time
to me, and I guess there are a few lesson learned that
can be brought back for the early minyan.
I will relate just one breakout session that I attended.
This was the final one on Monday afternoon given by Dr.
Tal Becker. He has represented Israel in a wide variety
of bilateral and multilateral negotiations, and served as
Director of the International Law Department at the
Israeli Foreign Ministry, as counsel to Israel's UN Mission
in New York, and as an international law expert in the
Military Advocate General's Corps of the Israel Defense
Forces.
He started by saying he had spoken at so many sessions
already that instead of speaking he would tell a few
lighter or humorous stories and then open the floor for
questions.
One day while serving as Israel’s counsel to the United
Nations, he decided to tell a joke to the General

Assembly, which I will paraphrase as follows.
An
Imam, a Priest, and a Rabbi were having a
philosophical discussion as to when life begins. The
Imam stated that life begins at birth, the priest
espoused that life starts at conception. The Rabbi got
right to the heart of the matter and stated “Life begins
when the children grow up and move out of the house.”
Pretty funny! He said that most people at the UN
understand English but in spite of his Australian accent,
there was not a single laugh. I guess it was because he
was representing Israel, and as we know, Israel is a
very serious matter at the UN!
For anyone who wants more insight as to what occurs
at the conference and the breadth of the informative
sessions offered, I have the full program and am
happy to share it with anybody who is interested. I
won’t repeat the Prime Minister’s speech or Susan
Rice’s as most of the General Session speeches are
available on the Internet at AIPAC.org.
Considering our closeness to Washington, it is possible
to attend without staying in a hotel through commuting
by Marc and Metro to the convention center. We
stayed at a boutique hotel less than a mile from the
Convention Center at a considerable savings over the
hotels in the area. I even walked back and forth on
Tuesday morning. There were delegations from
synagogues much further away, i.e. Los Angeles, that
were much larger than ours even though they were
congregations of similar size membership.
Next year’s Policy Conference is March 20 – 22 (same
week as Purim but warmer than this year). I believe
that there are still early registration discounts
available, and they will refund cancellations made by
January 8th 2016. I urge everyone to sign up for an
educational and enlightening experience. Don’t miss
this opportunity to participate in Israel’s future.
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Getting to Know AIPAC and The Policy Conference
Ellen and Noah Lightman
AIPAC, The American Israel Public Affairs Committee,
has a single mission - to secure the US-Israel
relationship. It is a bipartisan organization working with
members of Congress on both sides of the aisle to
educate them about Israel and affect policy relating to
the security of Israel and the United States. It is not a
protest movement. It is not reactive. Its professional staff
and lay activists work pro-actively day in and day out
to build relationships that
matter for Israel.
AIPAC’s annual Policy
Conference has been
referred to as the three
most important days
affecting the US-Israel
relationship. At no time was
this more important than this
year, as the deadline for
negotiating a political
framework with Iran over its
nuclear program was March
24.
Policy Conference is held
each year in the
Washington Convention
Center in March over a Sunday and Monday and
culminates on Tuesday with lobbying on Capitol Hill. In
past years, the lobbying agenda of the Policy
Conference included discussions on the importance of
full funding for security assistance to Israel, US-Israel
missile defense cooperation, as well as discussions
urging members of Congress to press the Palestinians to
abandon their harmful activities in the international

arena. This year’s lobbying efforts were exclusively
centered on Iran. At the time of this writing, activities
have ramped up to push for congressional oversight
of whatever deal might be reached. With Hashem’s
help, Iran’s nefarious pursuit will be halted.
More than 16,000 Jews, non-Jews, African Americans,
Latinos, conservatives, progressives, Republicans and
Democrats, gathered in
Washington for AIPAC’s
Policy Conference to send
a powerful message to our
government: we care
about the security and
safety of Israel and the US
- I s r ae l r e l a ti o n s h i p .
Among the attendees were
3,000 high school and
college students, including
300 student government
presidents ranging from
Brigham Young University
to Morehouse College to
Yeshiva University.
The logistics of moving so
m a n y p e o pl e a n d
providing programming that speaks to all is
extraordinary. Just coming into the conference center
on Sunday morning, shoulder to shoulder with young
and old from across the country, was an exciting
experience. One woman related the extraordinary
sense of unity on the late night Amtrak train from New
York as people who had never met recognized that
their fellow travelers were headed to the same place,
AIPAC’s Policy Conference. Some were orthodox,
many were not; but all were united in the mission. A
man from the West Coast had a similar experience at
the Los Angeles airport as he flew to Washington.
Entering the massive conference hall after clearing
security, one was enveloped by huge HD screens
depicting Israel 360 degrees around the room. Large
plenary sessions were held for all delegates together.
This year’s theme was THIS IS ISRAEL.
The conference began with the darkening of the hall
and the appearance of a tiny, frail old woman. A
Holocaust survivor, speaking with a Polish accent, she
related that when she was a frightened girl during the
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Shoah, there was no State of Israel. When she
was a young woman, she was a pioneer in Israel
and participated in its establishment.
Her
presentation was followed by stunning pieces
showing the history, beauty, and contributions
that are the hallmark of THIS IS ISRAEL today.
There were so many highlights and important
moments of this Policy Conference that it is
difficult to single out a specific one. Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, speaking the day
before his historic address to Congress was
welcomed by a rousing crowd and said the USIsrael military and intelligence relationship has
never been better. Senator Robert Menendez (D
-NJ) brought the crowd to its feet as he clearly
stated Congress’ unwavering support for Israel
and talked about two recent pieces of
legislation, which he co-authored. The Nuclear
Weapon Free Iran Act of 2015, which he coauthored with Sen. Mark Kirk (R-IL), supports
diplomacy but urges that if a good deal is not
reached, sanctions should be increased.
Additionally, Sen. Menendez is the co-author
along with Sen. Bob Corker (R-TN) of the Iran
Nuclear Agreement Review Act of 2015, which
establishes a procedure for congressional review
of any nuclear agreement with Iran. US National
Security Advisor Susan Rice and the US
Permanent Representative to the UN, Samantha
Powers, spoke. The former Canadian Foreign
Minister John Baird and the former Spanish
President Jose Maria Aznar shared their respect
for Israel and their countries’ actions in its behalf.
The Czech Republic President Milos Zeman, who
in discussing European anti-Semitism, proclaimed
for all the world to hear,”Ani Yehudi.”
The bipartisan support of Congress was clear
from Monday morning’s plenary when Sen. Ben
Cardin (D-MD) and Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC),
who have consistently supported sanctions
against Iran, shared the stage and unequivocally
voiced their strong support for Israel and called
for a nuclear weapons-free Iran. Sen. Cardin’s
seat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
complements his role as chairman of the
Commission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (The Helsinki Commission).
One of the most heart-gripping parts of the
Policy Conference was the presentation by
family members of the slain boys, Naftali
Fraenkel, Eyal Yifrach, and Gil-ad Shaar as they

talked about the outpouring of support from
around the world in their time of grief.
The contributions Israel has made to the lives of
people all over the world was clear during
demonstrations of Israeli innovations. One
highlight featured a revolutionary portable
litter, which is essentially a human-sized
backpack that allows a soldier to carry a
comrade without losing the use of his own arms
and therefore his weapon. Developed for the
battlefield, it is now also used by civilians. The
upstate New York family that appeared in
video and on stage had never thought about
Israel before their discovery of this product,
which has changed their lives and that of their
disabled, teen-aged son. Now they can go
anywhere together, including on family
mountain hikes, and their appreciation for Israel
and her commitment to “quality of life” is
profound.
An especially exciting moment came as
yarmulke-wearing Eli Beer, the director of
United Hatzalah of Israel, drove a fully
equipped medical emergency motorcycle
onstage and talked about the lives saved by
the quick response time of trained, committed
volunteers using this type of vehicle.
In addition to the large plenaries, hundreds of
breakout sessions were held, during which
experts discussed topics ranging from Iran, the
broader Middle East in turmoil, US-Israeli
military and intelligence cooperation, the
Boycott Divestment and Sanction movement, the
Palestinians, Israel’s relations with China, and
Israeli domestic and economic issues, etc.
All of the Policy Conference activities of Sunday
and Monday and Tuesday morning lead to one
point: lobbying on Tuesday afternoon. This
year each of the thousands of AIPAC
delegates, who had appointments with every
member of Congress, were re-living the Purim
story of old. Each was “Esther.” Each was
beseeching the leaders of the United States to
not allow today’s Haman, Iran, to destroy the
Jewish people.
AIPAC has led this effort for decades. With
Hashem’s help, Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons
has not materialized. AIPAC provides pro-Israel
activists with a means to join together for the
safety and security of Zion. May Hashem hear
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The Past is Prologue: Reframing our Pesach
Menachem Kovacs
Could it be that we have our Pesach backwards?
We start with all the advance preparations, we
enter the heights of the first two days of Yom Tov
with their memorable Sedarim of the Hagada,
special Mitzvot, Divrei Torah, tastes, sights,
conduct, Tefilot, etc. And then perhaps for many
it is downhill from those heights for the remaining
six days. But Chazal want us “to ascend in
matters of Kedusha,” so perhaps we need to
revisit and reframe our view of Pesach.
Indeed, the focus is on Hashem’s command to “tell
your child” the story of our slavery in Egypt and
our Divine, miraculous rescue. Yet there is an
explicit obligation to view that past story as
prologue as the Hagada makes very clear: “And
He Who stood by our forefathers and us, for not
only one arose to destroy us but Hashem rescued
us from their hands.” And so “in every
generation, each person must feel as if he
personally had gone out of Egypt …G -d saved
not only our ancestors but also us along with
them…Thus, it is our duty to give every kind of
praise and blessing to the One Who did all these
miracles for our ancestors and for us. He took us
from slavery to freedom, from sadness to
happiness, from mourning to celebration…from
bondage to redemption.”
The whole Hagada ends with the look forward to
the (hopefully, prayerfully near) future as we
proclaim “Next Year in (the) rebuilt (Holy
Temple) Jerusalem!”
How do we sustain and enhance the viewpoint
that the past is prologue? Let us look, and we
will see that there is indeed the theme of
continuing elevation of Kedusha in the Yom Tov.
We start with counting the Omer, not just
counting numbers, but enumerating our spiritual
self-improvement - beginning with reexamining
and perfecting our Chesed - a process which will
continue until erev Shavuos, so that we approach
Kabalas HaTorah as very different people than
we were at the first Seder.
In addition, the themes of the last two days of
Pesach are about our further spiritual ascent.
The event of the seventh day is Krias Yam Suf,

the final exit of the Jews from
the borders of Egypt and the
revelation of a level of Gdliness
which
was
extraordinary as the Jews
proclaimed, “This is my G-d…”
Chazal explain that “this,”
“Zeh” was giluy Elkokus, an
extraordinary revelation of Gd to the people, a revelation,
which is usually only shown to
Prophets. We left behind a
great nation of great
depravity whose hold was so
great that 80% of the Jews
could not or would not break its hold on them.
Some have the custom to re-enact that crossing
of the Yam Suf by singing and dancing across
some water to stress that this crossing is not just
history but it is about us.
The culmination of the ascent of Pesach is on the
last day, the Eighth Day. Eight is a special
number signifying beyond the natural world
based on a seven day week. (Similiarly, Bris
Mila is on the eighth day because the child is
initiated into the covenant of Avraham Avenu in
a super-rational way since he is too young to
make a rational commitment.)
The theme of the last day of Pesach is the
ultimate redemption, not only of the Jewish
(Continued on page 31)
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Acheinu Kol Bait Yisrael - Our Brothers and Sisters, The Whole House of Israel
Rabbi Elchonon Oberstein
The "Hitnatkut," the Hebrew term for the withdrawal
from Gaza by Ariel Sharon did not bring peace and
tranquility to the South of Israel. As more and more
missiles were fired into Israel and life was disrupted,
Israel decided to take action.

our ambitions were modest. Each vest cost a little
over $1,500, and we hoped to raise enough money
for 10 or 20.
Sharon told us that he could use 60 but would gladly
accept whatever we
could provide. We
asked Moshe Dov
Shurin, CPA, to
volunteer to take care
of all the donations
and keep records so
that everything would
be transparent and
accounted for.
He
gladly agreed to
take on this task.

This past summer,
Operation Protective
Edge - in Hebrew Tzuk
Eitan - was launched
against Hamas targets
in Gaza. Our son Yoni
was called back into
duty in the IDF. During
his regular service he
was a "locheim," an
artillery fighter, trained
in the use of various
weapons.
In the
Thus began a period
reserves, he was
that was one of the
assigned to YS"R,
high points of my life
Yechidat
Srikat
on this earth. I was
Rabbanut,
the
part of a pouring out
reconnaissance unit of
of Ahavat Yisrael that
the army rabbinate.
overwhelmed us all
These brave men are
with its intensity.
tasked with going out Some of the soldiers whose lives were made less dangerous by Azi got my article
under enemy fire to the vests we provided them. Yoni Oberstein is in the back row from Baltimore Jewish
retrieve fallen soldiers 6th from left.
Life onto Yeshiva
and sometimes body
World News and
parts, to bring them to Jewish burial. Under those arranged for donations to be given on line through
conditions, "lochamim" fighters are assigned to the Congregation Ohel Moshe.
"chevra kaddisha," so to speak.
Over the next few weeks, while the war was raging in
Rabbi Yissochor Dov Eichenstein, the Zhidichover Rebbe Gaza, the Jews of Baltimore and our fellow Jews all
of Baltimore called me and asked if my son and his unit over the United States donated funds to buy all 60
had proper protective gear. I wrote Yoni who referred vests. Then we set out to find other reserve units that
me to his Magad, the person in charge of his "gedud," did not have the modern, ceramic bulletproof vests.
unit. The Magad referred Rabbi Eichenstein to his The regular troops in the front lines were, of course,
assistant, the Samgad, Sharon Sadon, and they spoke supplied by the army but there may not have been
about how we could best help our boys. Sharon told us enough to cover certain back up units. That is how we
that they desperately needed modern, ceramic came to understand it. We did not ask anyone for
bulletproof vests and put us in touch with the donations, we merely publicized the project, and Jews
manufacturer in Israel.
all over wanted to share in this mitzvah of Pikuach
Nefesh for Jewish boys going into harm's way.
We contacted other rabbis in Baltimore and publicized
it on Baltimore Jewish Life. Rabbi Zvi Teichman and Azi There were no political or ideological differences. All
Rosenbloom joined the effort.
Rabbi Eichenstein of Klal Yisroel participated and with outstanding
brought in Dovid Meir Loeb. Dr. Michael Elman and his generosity. As the war drew to a close, we also
son Ari joined the team, and we set to work. Originally, ended our campaign. We were an ad hoc group for
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a specific purpose, and we accomplished far more
than we originally imagined we could.
Now, let me skip forward to March.
On our recent visit to Israel, we were invited to a
reunion of Yoni's Reserve Unit in the IDF. The soldiers
and their wives were invited. There was a meal with
a baal teshuva entertainer who played music and
had a whole comedy routine of jokes that were all
about the various kinds of Israelis and differences in
customs - jokes that brought howls of laughter to
Israelis but may have left most American Jews
uncomprehending.
The Army Chief Rabbi and his deputies for the North
and the South were there. The soldiers and many of
their wives came over to thank me for the vests we
provided.
The soldiers in the field and their
commanders are the ones who asked me to come and
receive their appreciation, which I accepted on
behalf of all those who participated in this ad hoc
endeavor. The response of the Jewish Community
was beyond anything we expected.

for a
ishes
Best w nd healthy
a
happy ssover
Pa

Sharon Sadon, with the rank of Samgad, is an architect who lives in
Elkana. On the right is his superior officer, the Magad. They head
the Army Rabbinate Reserve Unit

The Chief Rabbi of the Army looked me in the eye
and told me to tell the Jews of Baltimore that even
(Continued on page 26)
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(Continued from page 25)

more than the vests, they appreciate that we care
about them. Israelis feel isolated in the world, and the
love of the Jewish People is very encouraging to them.
The Chief Rabbi of the Southern Division (Gaza) said to
me when I shook his hand earlier, "I know who you are
and I know what you did." That “you” includes the
many hundreds of donors to the vest campaign. I
explained that the donors were average people who
donated far beyond the norm to provide brand new
ceramic bulletproof vests for our boys.
I made a short, 47-second speech. I said "Zeh haya
hadavar hechashuv b'yoter sheh asiti b'chayai...
Anachnu ohavim eschem."
My hope is that these ceramic bulletproof vests will
remain safe in a locker and not be needed. But, if our
boys, and that includes my son, get called up again, we
can feel that we did something to help them. As I
looked around at the assemblage, I saw wives, some of
whom had brought their small infants. I realized that
when you save the life of a soldier, you are also
helping to keep his wife from being a widow and his
children from being orphans. That is why all of Klal
Yisroel understood that what we were asking was a
matter of pikuach nefesh.

I was presented with this beautiful award, which loosely
translated reads:
This sign of appreciation is presented to our brothers and
sisters from Baltimore, Maryland and the entire United
States who mobilized to ensure the safety of our soldiers
and to protect them during their operations in Tzuk Eitan.
Presented to them through Rabbi Elchonon Oberstein
and his son Yonatan, a "locheim" (warrior) in our
"gedud' unit.
Signed by the heads of Yechidat Sirikat Rabbanut,
(YS"R),

This is an email that my son Shmuli received in Israel
to which I replied and the response in English from the
Samgad. When you have a personal connection with
actual people, it makes such a difference. These are
Jewish men who, when necessary, leave their
professions and their families to risk their lives for our
Jewish State.
?מה שלומך
.מאוד התרגשנו מהדברים שנאמרו בערב ההוקרה
.כמובן חשוב לנו להמשיך ולשמור על קשר עם הקהילה
יש לנו אימונים בקיץ ונשמח להזמין אתכם לבקר באימונים
.ולהיות חלק מהווי הגדוד
?האם אביך הרב אוברשטיין עוד בארץ או כבר חזר לארה"ב
The Chief Rabbi of the IDF asked me to convey how much the
Jews of Israel appreciate the love shown them by the Jew of the
world

(Continued on page 31)
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By Mihr Bist Do Shayn
Isaac Kinek
Is there any blue blooded American who has not heard
a tune called “ By Mihr Bist do Shayn?” Of course, you
may say the yunger (young) generation, who else? And
if you ask a youngster about the By Mihr tune or about
the meaning of the title they will probably shrug their
shoulders and utter “ich vais nisht.” (I don’t know).
If you happen to be a youngster who can translate the
title of the tune, you receive 50 points on the Yiddish hit
parade! If not, no problem, here are a few hints:
The word “Mihr” sounds like “me.” “Do” means “you.”
The word “shayn” is a word that engaged and married
couples should know, right? “Shayn” means beautiful.
Put it all together and you get: “To Me, You Are
Beautiful!” Now that’s a dynamite title.
Here are some of the verses:

“By Meer Bist Do Shayn” was popularized by the
Andrew Sisters and sung in Yiddish by Afro American
performers Johnnie and George at the Apollo
Theater in Harlem. It soon became one of the most
popular tunes in the U.S. You can google the tune on
the Internet, using the full title of the song.

By Mihr Bist do Shayn, please let me explain
By Mihr Bist do Shayn, means you are grand,
By Mihr Bist do Shayn, again I’ll explain,
It means you’re the fairest in the land

The song is usually interpreted as a romantic tune, but
there are other subtle meanings. Examples include:
The Tensers, The Frumpkins, The Vayzmirs, and The
Kahlikers

By Mihr Bist do Shayn,
You’ve heard it all before but let me try to explain
By Mihr Bist do Shayn means that you’re grand
By Mihr Bist do Shayn it’s such an old refrain
And yet I should explain.
It means I’m begging for your hand

The Tensers

I could say bella bella, “zehr vunderbahr”
Each language only helps me tell how grand you are
By Mihr Bist do Shayn means you are grand.
Songwriters: Sholom Secunda & Jacob Jacobs

Zelda and Chezkil Tenser invited cousin Bayleh Pupnik
for lunch. Bayleh entered the house and soon sat at
the table. She began fressing (actively eating) without
cessation. Zee hawt zich ungefressen. (She pigged out
- you’ll pardon the expression)
As for table manners, Bayleh slurped the soup with
the gusto of a hungry bear. After several courses, she
began schmoozing (conversing) about her cousin
Shmeryl the baker and his secretary Mary Zilberstein.
Next she spoke about the tailor Mendel Needleman.
It became apparent that Bayleh was a super lawshon
hawrawnik. The mishpacha (family) knew that Bayleh
was very sensitive and correcting her could create
new family tsores (problems). Therefore her poor
table manners were overlooked but she was gently
told to please refrain from lawshon haawraw. And
with a smile the family looked at her and sang “by
mihr bist do shayn.”

(Continued on page 28)
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(Continued from page 27)

became a used clothing magnate.

The Frumpkins

Milton had a cousin named Willy (Velvel) Abramchik.
Velvel called his cousin and asked whether there were
any metseeyoss (bargains) because he needed a suit
for the chasuneh (wedding) of his daughter Surah
Leah.
Willy arrived at the store and found a
“bargain suit” selling for $75.00. He greeted his
cousin and without fanfare offered him $10.

Rita Frumpkin is kvelling at the rose bush recently
planted in her yard. Prior to leaving her home she
grasps a rose, takes a deep shmeck (sniff), and
exclaims,” Ess shmekt guht!” (It has a good fragrance!)
Rita’s shvester (sister) Myrtle leaves the house, passes
the rose bush and begins sneezing repeatedly. After a
few minutes she vows to keep at least daled amos
(distant) away from the rose bush. ….
Rita’s live -in tahnteh (aunt) Yenta Peltz (Peltzcovitz),
leaves the house, passes by the rose bush and decides
to pluck one of the roses. A mistake because her eyes
are ihn drerd not exactly focused. She lets out a
gevaldig (loud) scream as a thorn enters her bony thin
finger.
The scream is heard around the neighborhood, so a
neighbor, Rachmiel Bafufnik calls 911. The ambulance
arrives, and Yenta is destined to spend the evening in
the Farrington Hospital, ah broch tsue eer
(unfortunately).
Rita observed what occurred because of the rose bush
so after giving it some serious thought she telephones
the Blumen Shrub Company who planted the bush. “Get
rid of that fahrzests plant!” she screams. The Blumen
crew arrives, playing their favorite tune when they
transport plants: “By Mihr bist do Shayn” (what else?).
Rita hears the tune and gives a geshray (yell). Wait,
wait, don’t harm my shayn roselach! If plants could
talk they would bench gomel. (Thank The Boss for
sparing them).
The Vayzmirs
Milton Vayzmir arrived in the US a generation ago.
Like most immigrants his baggage was nebech sparse
and consisted of two shirts, a pair of pants, and a few
gahtgess (undergarments).

Milton hemmed and hawed, ahin and ah hair (back
and forth) as Willy haggled (kvetched) about the
price. Finally Milton accepted $20.00 with an
expression that could scare Edward G. Robinson (a
Jewish actor) when he played a gangster!
Noticing his cousins’ fahrzetst expression, Willy began
humming the tune, which they heard as children, “By
Mihr bist do Shayn” (what else?). Soon they hummed
and sang the tune together and all animosity was
forgotten.
The Kahlikers
Sam and Bertha Kahliker lived in a nice apartment in
New York City. One day they received a call from
tahnteh (aunt) Zelda. She told them that she would be
visiting them in a week.
The Kahlikers were taken by surprise but they began
clearing a room for their new guest. Zelda arrived
but a surprise was in the making for the Kahlikers.
Zelda brought her hintel (dog) Bagel.
Nu, if Bagel were a quiet hintel, it would not be
gefehrlich (terrible). However, Bagel was one of those
chiyess that enjoyed howling at midnight!
Following several complaints by neighbors and a visit
from the police, the Kahlikers were not certain about
a strategy to avoid an upcoming family squabble.
Zelda assured them that Bagel was a good Yidisher
hintel (Jewish dog) who only ate kosher food. He also
enjoyed Yiddish music.

HIAS, an organization that helped newcomers,
contributed a few boxes of used clothing to the family.
Instead of using the clothing, he stacked them in front of
his residence and began selling them.

The frantic Kahlikers searched for a Yiddish record
and fortunately found a record entitled, “By Mihr Bist
do Shayn.”

The new business took hold, and he became known as
the “shmahteh klowber” (rag picker) of Abarmahl
Street.

Bagle began howling as never before!
history. The Kahlikers moved to a
community - no pets allowed!

The rest is
retirement

In time, Milton opened a few Goodwill style stores and
(Continued on page 31)
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Goodbye To My Friend
Rosemary Warschawski
It is always hard to lose a friend. Every friend is unique,
of course, and irreplaceable. But some are more
irreplaceable than others. And I would count Werner
Sundermann such a friend.
It had been a while since I was last in touch with Werner
and his lovely wife Helga, so I was pleased when I saw
an email on my screen from Helga titled, Regards from
Bocholt. The pleasure was short-lived however when I
read Helga’s words telling me that Werner had passed
away in mid-February. How sad that I had let the New
Year come and go without calling to give good wishes.
Haven’t we all had these regrets at one time or
another? I missed my chance.
Looking back through my papers and correspondence I
realized that, though it seems so current, I first met
Werner and Helga 20 years ago in 1995. The city of
Bocholt – my father’s hometown until he escaped
Germany in the 1930’s – had decided to name a street
after my grandfather, Leo Nussbaum. At the ribbon
cutting for that new street I met Werner, Helga, and
Josef Niebuhr – a colleague of Werner’s. I was to
learn of all the work that Josef and Werner undertook
on behalf of the history of Bocholt, including Josef’s
book on the History of Jews in Bocholt that included an
introductory chapter by my own father.
On that first trip Josef and Werner took me around the
charming little city of which I had heard so much from
my father and showed me all the different locations
that would be of interest to me. The familiar names just
washed over me. Here was the site of my father’s
birthplace and childhood home, here was the site of the
synagogue that my grandfather served, here was the

site of the Jewish primary school my
grandfather directed, here was my
father’s gymnasium, here was
where my uncle practiced dentistry,
on and on. They knew my family’s
history as well as I did. And more
than that, they had the physical
intimacy with the space, and in
Werner’s case, part of the time that
my father lived there. There were
moments when I felt that if I could
just turn the corner fast enough, I would bump into my
father.
I had to, and I don’t remember why, add another day
to my stay in Bocholt, but the hotel needed my room.
When I asked Werner to recommend another hotel,
he spontaneously said, “You can stay with us!”
This is not usual in Europe; we hardly knew each other.
I was hesitant at first to accept such a generous offer,
but the prospect of waking up in a household in
Bocholt, of feeling something akin to what it is to live
there was very exciting to me. I was chasing my
father’s coattails; a world of names and stories was
becoming real, and I was eager to be a part of it.
We spent time in the evening talking. In the morning
over coffee we talked some more. I could hardly
believe it when their elderly maid joined us at the
breakfast table, and after introductions were made,
said to me, “I remember your uncle’s practice. My
mother was his patient. He was known to be a good
dentist and kind.” Incredible. I could just about reach
out and touch the past.
That visit with Werner and Helga created a
friendship that I treasure. Beyond being lovely,
charming, warm people with whom it was easy for me
to feel a connection, it meant creating the kind of
bridge over sadness and horror that comes about on
a one-to-one basis, when people stop being statistics
and movements and become instead individuals,
persons in their own right.
Two or so years later Werner approached me about
another historical project he had taken up. The city

Werner Sundermann reviewing documents with Rosemary

(Continued on page 30)
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wanted to rededicate the Jewish cemetery, and as part
of the dedication they wanted to put out a book
cataloguing the gravestones with the translation of the
inscriptions. There was no one far and wide with any
knowledge of Hebrew, so Werner asked me if I could
help. I enlisted Rabbi Yonah Munk, z’h, and with his
expert assistance, and many pleasant hours working
together under the motherly eye of Rebetzin Munk, I
was able to submit the translations of all the pictures
they sent us. It became a book.
Peter and I accepted the invitation to the official
cemetery dedication where among other things the
book was presented, and we able to hear Werner’s
speech at the event about the project and to see the
esteem in which he and his work were held. Again
Werner showed us around, spouting history both
personal and general, as we went. Peter was quickly
integrated into the friendship; we all had an easy time
understanding one another.
My last visit with Werner and Helga was in 2009, and I
remember with special fondness walking around town
together on a mild, sunny afternoon as Werner proudly
showed me every “Stolperstein” (literally, stumbling
block) that had been embedded in the pavement at
each location where the Jews of Bocholt had lived prior
to deportation. At each stop he related details about
the person or persons’ lives and fate.
One can say, and I have heard and viscerally
understood these voices, “Comes a little late, don’t you
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think. Why didn’t they care about us when we were
there?” I cannot dispute that.
Still, for all the suffering that I feel, I prefer to look
forward and to appreciate that real people, some
who may even have been caught up in an
unspeakable horror and many who only bear the guilt
of a collective past, are trying so hard to come to
terms with an incomprehensible and unresolvable
tragedy. At least they are collecting the memories.
At least they are honest enough and care enough to
see to it that the suffering and the victims do not just
disappear without a trace.
Such a person was Werner Sundermann.
Let me return the kindness he showed my family and
me by remembering him.
Werner Sundermann was born in Bocholt on October
10, 1926. Beginning in 1937 he attended high school
in the St. Georg Gymnasium (where my grandfather
had taught religion years before and where my
father graduated in 1927).
In 1944 he was
impressed into service as an officers’ training
candidate for the Arial Defense Force. At the war’s
close, he was an American prisoner of war in a camp
in Bretagne.
In 1948 Werner returned to Bocholt, completed his
studies in Pedagogy, became a teacher, and worked
his way up to become a principal by 1970. He
continued to work as a principal until his retirement in
1986.
With his first wife, Werner had four children. After
her passing, he married Helga, and they had a son
together.
In the early 1960’s Werner began working with
archeological ministries.
He formed a regional
working group in 1975, which he led from 1981 on.
The group conducted archeological digs, raised funds,
and created exhibits. The results of his research are
printed in many publications.

"Stolpersteine" memorial paving stones

One emphasis of his work was studying the Nazi era
with a special concern for the fate of the Jewish
residents of Bocholt. In 1995 he was charged by the
city to explore the history of the three successive
Jewish cemeteries of Bocholt. The documentation of
this work appeared in 2002 in the publication,
Bocholt: Sources and Contributions.
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(Continued from page 28)

Goodbye, Friend (Continued from page 30)

By Mihr Bist Do Shayn

For his work Werner received many citations and
honors, most notably the Order of Merit of the Federal
Republic of Germany, which “is awarded for
achievements that served the rebuilding of the country
in the fields of political, socio-economic and intellectual
activity and is intended to mean an award of all those
whose work contributes to the peaceful rise of the
Federal Republic of Germany.”

Yiddish Expressions Using the Word “Shayn:”

According to Helga, Werner remained interested in his
work and joyful through a stroke in 2006 and the
Parkinson’s that increasingly limited his life until he fell
asleep peacefully on February 2, 2015.
Werner Sundermann’s profession and his para
professional activities were directed toward increasing
knowledge and understanding. With zest for his
subject, he reached out to people and patiently
created bridges of understanding that could lead to
peace.
I am proud that I was his friend, and I shall miss him.

“Zehr Shayn!” Very beautiful.
If someone gives you a nice gift you can smile and
exclaim that it is “zehr shayn.”
This expression can have an opposite meaning if a
kid chas vesholom (heaven forbid) brings a report
card with a Deficient rating. In such a case, uttering,
“zehr shayn” has a negative meaning. The tone of
voice and facial expression when saying “zehr shayn”
indicates either a positive or a negative statement.
Shayn Vee dee Levawnah
Meaning: Beautiful as the moon
The first words of a beautiful Yiddish song
The second line is “Lichtig vee Dee Shtairen”
Meaning: Bright as the Stars
Ah Shaynehr Yid
A top compliment that refers to a quality Jew.
Also used to describe a distinguished looking Jew.
WISHING ALL A SHAYNER YOM TOV!

Acheinu Kol Bait Yisrael (Continued from page 26)

רצינו המג"ד ואני להפגש איתו ולהודות לו באופן אישי לפני
.הנסיעה על כל העזרה ועל ההגעה לערב
. סמג"ד היס"ר.בברכה שרון סדון
Hello Rabbi Oberstein.
We are still excited from the evening in Kesaria and
the things you said. We'll be glad the inform you about
imunim and have your or the committee representation
in them. I'm glad to hear Yoni loves the imunim .
Let him know he's always invited to my home any time
he comes to Israel. Waiting to read the article when it's
ready. Thank you for all blessing and same to you and
all the committee.
Hodesh tov
Sharon Sadon Director and Co founder
SADON Group

Reframing our Pesach (Continued from page 23)

People, but of the entire world with the coming of
Moshiach as the day’s Haftora in Yeshiya 10:32 ff
states. This elevated theme is also expressed in the
beautiful custom of the Moshiach Seuda after Mincha,
complete with Matza and four cups of wine, singing,
and Divrei Torah on Geula.
With this reframing we will have a Festival of
Freedom whose theme means not just that we were
slaves who became free men but we were becoming
“a nation of Kohanim, a holy People.” We have the
opportunity to use Pesach as a spiritual spiral
staircase. With it we can ascend to a greater
closeness to Hashem, to our Holy Nation, and to our
individual and collective redemption.
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